Add to Table 75: Parameter codes for error counter pages.

New Log Page: Last n Error Notification Page.
Page Code 000Bh.

Text for Last n Error Notifications Page.

Log Page 08h provides for a number of deferred error sense data records using the list parameter format of the log page. The number of these deferred error event records supported, n, is device specific. Each deferred error event record contains SCSI sense data for a deferred error which has occurred. The parameter code associated with the record indicates the relative time at which the deferred error occurred. A higher parameter code indicates that the deferred error event occurred later in time.

The content of the parameter value field of each log parameter is the SCSI sense data describing the deferred error.

Fields DU, TSK, ETC, TMC are reserved and shall be set to zero. LSBIN shall be set to one (binary information). LP shall be set to one. (List Parameter.)